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1 LANGUAGES 

1.1 General remarks 

h-eland is a bilingual country having two officiai languages according to the 
constitution. These two languages are generally referred to in the English 
language as Irlsb and English. Irish is described in the Constitution as the firsr 
official language. 

Both English and Irish are compulsory school subjects, Dialectal forms of each are 
traditionally.spoken but the standard forrnof each is taught. 

Irish is the oldest recorded language in Ireland. The English language has been 
in Ireland since around the year 1200. During the 19th century English became 
the traditional language of the majority of the population and is now universally 
understood in the country. Irish is now the traditional home language of less than 
2% of the population and this is in small areas, mostly on the western sea-board. 
There is, however, a large minority of competent users of Irish spread throughout 
the country. 

Each geographical name may have two forms, one in Irish and one in English. 
Usually the difference between de two forms is a difference of orthography only 
although in numerous instances the two forms represent two different names 
from different traditions which refer to the, one feature, as in the case of the 
capital Baile kha Ciiath / Dublin. In some cases one of the apparently different 
names is actua,lly a literal translation of the other as, for example, Dun an Ri / 
JUxscourt where the second form, the English, is a loose translation of the Irish 
D6n (the fort ) an (of the) Ri (king). 

The forms used by the Ordnance Survey, which is the national mapping-agency, 
are the official forms in both languages. Variant spellings may be encountered in 
some sources. One such source is the postal authority which uses a large number 
of variant English-language forms, These are included, but distinguished by 
differing type-face, in the concise GasaMar na hl?ireann/ Gazetteer of Ireland 
(1989) (Note: See 3.2). For the Irish language the postal authority uses only the 
official standard Irish forms. (Emote: See 2.) 

1.2 The Jrish language 

hish is a member of’ tlie G=aelic branch of the Celtic group of the Indo-European 
family of languages. The Gaelic branch of the Celtic group is distinguished from 
the other main branch of the Celtic group which is the British, or Brythonic, 
branch. The British branch is represented in modem times by Welsh and Breton. 

English is a member of the Germanic group of the Indo-European family of 
languages and is very different from hish linguistically. 
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1.4 The alphabet 

The modem R0rna.u / Latin alphabet is used to write both languages. 

Aa, Aa ‘H h 
Bb .I i, fi 
cc Jj 
Dd Kk 
Ee, l?e Ll 
Ff Mm 
Gg Nn 

0 o,,o 6 UU,Uti 
FP vv 
Qs ww 
Rr xx 
ss YY 
Tt -2Z 

Diacritic: The acute accent is the only diacritic normally used and this applies to 
Irish only. The diacritic indicates a long vowel in contrast with the 
corresponding short vowei. This contrast is a phonemic contrast, for example, 
lrish bi. meaning bav in English, is distinguished from Irish &t meaning cows in 
English. (Nore: For use of the grave accent to denote stressing in English forms 
see 1.6.2.3.) 

The letter h in Irish orthography has a particular function resembling that of a 
diacritic. Written immediately after certain consonants it forms a digraph with 
the consonant. (Note: See 1.6.1.3.) 

The so-called Gaelic script used in former times both in manuscript and in print 
was merely a graphic variant of the original Latin script. Its principal 
distinguishing. characteristic is a Point placed above certain consonants. This 
Point was originally a superscript letter h written above the consonant to form- a 
digraph and corresponds to the h referred to in paragraph 1.6.1.3. 

1.5 Rules (or- conventions) annlied in the writing of geograPhica names 

1.5.1 Use of capital letters (also known as upper-case letters) 

Every word in a geographical name, whether in the Irish or in the English form, 
is written with a capital letter, except prepositions, and the definite article when 
it 1s not at the beginning of the name. 

(The definite article in Irish has two forms, an, the usual singuIar, and na, which 
is the feminine genitive singular, and is also the universal plural.) 

1.52 tiwer-case letters Preffled- to initial capital letters 

Geographical names in Irish are written as units of grammatical language and 
therefore employ the orthographical conventions of the standard literary 
Ianguage. One convention which may need explajraing is that of lowercase letters 
prefixed to the initial caPita4 letters. of words in Irish-Ianguage forms. The reason 
for this is that in some ~a.ticz~I contexts the initial consonant sounds of words 
are changed and ini.tial vowel-sounds of words have certain additional sounds 
pIaced immediately before them. (Note: This feature does not occur at the 
beginning of a geographical name. It must be preceded by a word or particle.) 
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i.5.2.1 Lower-case letters prefured to initial consonants 

In some cases, in the spelling, a modifying letter or letters, representing the new 
initial sound, is prefuted in lower case, or in other distinctive type, to the original 
initial letter. The original initial retains its proper appearance, which in 
geographical names is always upper-case (that is, capital), for example Loch pCa1 
/ lox gazl /, Baile na nGal1 / bal’dna nal/. The following are the initial consonants 
which may be thus modified (each of the consonants has its proper modifying 
letter or letters prefixed) with the new initial sound given in square brackets 
using the ‘International Phonetic Alphabet: mB- , [m] ; gC- , [g] ; nD- , En] ; bhF- , 
[Y] ; nG , [ n] ; bP- , [b] ; ts- ; [t] ; dT- , [d] . (By this process unvoiced stops and f 
become voiced, and voiced stops become the corresponding nasals.) 

1.5.2.2 Lower-case letters prefixed to initial vowels 

Words beginning with one of the vowels A, A, E, E, I, 1, 0, 6, U, U may have either 
h, Q or $ in lower-case prefued to them, depending on grammatical context, for 
example, Na hAorai / na hi:ri: 1, Loch nEathach / lox n’ ah&/, An tAonach / 

an ti:nax /. (Yote: For explanation of palatalized consonants, / n’/ for example, 
see 1.6.1.3.) 

1.53 Initial consonants modified by the addition of de letter h 

In a second type of initial modification certain consonant sounds are changed. 
This change is represented in spelling by the letter h in lower-case being placed 
immediately after the consonant thus forming a digraph. These digraphs are 
described in 1.6.1.5. For example, Cluain and An Chluain are basically identical 
names although referring to different nlaces. In the second instance the definite 
article (An) Eauses the-modification -to the initial letter because cfuain 
feminine noun. (Note: As in 1.52, this feature does not occur at the beginning 
geographical name.) 

is a 
of a 

1.5.4 Use of the hyphen 

The hyphen is rarely written in geographical names in modern Irish. in 
compound names it is used to link words in situations where identical letters 
would otherwise come together in the spelling, for example, An Bhreac-chiuain. 

Irr. English the hyphen. is used. in names such as flewmarket-on-Fergus ,where 
u is-@? znIr@e Q_fi & %%8% me fiyphen may also- be used to link assodated 
words in a compound na.me, as in Six-mile-bridve , but the principle is not applied 
consistently as forms such as Sixmilecross and Six Mile Water also occur. 

1.5.5 The writing of names as combinations of words 

Geographical names- &~ Ifish are written as units of grammatical language as far 
as- possible arrd the words are written separately. This principle is followed to a 
certain extent where possible in writing English language names but is not 
consistently applied as can be seen in the examples in 1.5.4; 
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1.5.6 The writing of names as single words 

In Irish, generally speaking, a name which is written as a single word, with or 
without the article, is either a simple or a compound word, or else is a name the 
meaning of which is not understood. 

This is also the case in English. In general, names derived from the Irish 
language are written in English as a single word. For example Irish Tiobraid 
Arann , Dun na nGaU are written respectively in English Tipper&v, Ponegal. 

1.57 The alphabetization of Irish-language forms 

For the purpose of alphabetization the definite article at the beginning of a name 
is disregarded. In lists, for convenience, it may be placed after the basic name and 
preceded by a comma. Likewise, a prefixed letter (see 1.5.2), or an added h (see 
1.5.3), following the definite article at the beginning of a name is disregarded. &r 
pCfe:&yetized Q@ , An ; An tAbhaiIort is alphabetized (t)Abhallort , & .; 

Rua: is. alphabetized C(h)eathrO Rua , &. 

The hyphen is disregarded in aIphabetization. 

1.6 Pronunciation 

Pronunciation kev: In these Toponymic Guidelines approximate pronunciation is 
shown using the International Phonetic Alphabet. 

1.6.1 The pronunciation of the Irish-language forms 

The Irish-language forms of the geographical names are related directly to the 
standard literary language as most names are composed of standard dictionary 
words. Therefore, for those competent in the language, the written form is a guide 
to proper pronunciation. 

T&- pron.unciation of the Irish. forms of the names as given In GasaMar na 
&&SBZZ P C&SOXZ &‘@@xz@Q& E$XB9), and as explained in the preface to that 
baa%, is a eecommesd$S pmrrrunciation based on a standard pronouncing 
dictionary published by the Department of Education in 1986. This recommended 
pronunciation differs in some respects from traditional local pronunciation but 
the overall difference is insignificant and such a situation can hardly be avoided 
when national standardization is the objective. 

Nonstandard and. dialW ~LXX%ZZ crf wurds often occur as, or in, geographical 
names; so also: do: &ements which are of unknown origin or meaning. In both 
these cases the spelling usually reflects the traditional local pronunciation. 
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1.6.1.1 Vowels 

. Irish has a vowel-system consisting of five long vowels, five short vowels and one 
neutral vowel. 

‘The combinations ,a, a, eo are regarded as genuine digraphs in this standard 
pronunciation. They are pronounced / e: /, / i: / and / o: / respectively. 

In stressed position: 

A; and a before rd, rl, m, rr . . . . . . . . . . / a: / a, ai, ea . . . . . . . / a / 

6,eo; and o before rd, rl, rn ................ / o: / o .................. / o / 

6; and u before rd, rl, m ............... / u: / u .................. / u / 

i?, ae ; iand ei b&ore rd, rl, m ..;...l......... / e: / e, ei ............. / e / 

i, a0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /i:/ i, io , . . . . . . . . . . . . . / i / 

In unstressed position: 

a, o, u,‘e, i, are pronounced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /ai 

For explanation of so-called. ‘slender vowels’ ( e, I ) flanking broad vowels, and of 
‘broad vowels’ ( a , Q ,a ) flanking slender vowels in orthography, see 1.6.1.3. 
These flanking vowels are silent; they merely qualify adjacent consonants in 
writing. Generally, they do not form diphthongs with adjacent vowels. In these 
combinations of two, or three, (or, rarely, four) vowel-letters the vowel marked 
with the acute accent or one of the three genuine digraphs referred to above 
gives the essential vowel-sound of the syllable. 

The foIlowing are examples: In&Me&in is pronounced /@‘is’ ‘m’azz’/. Buionach is 
pronounced / ‘biznax /. Cuil CH-neine is pronounced /,ktil”v’ r’ ern’a /. An thir is 
pronounced 1, an ’ ‘t ’ WY. pun Chasm is pronounced /,du:n’xi:n ’ /. (For explanation 
of palatahzed consonants, /n’/ for example, see 1.6.1.3.) 

1.6.1.2 ,Diphthongs 

There are four phonemic diphthongs in Irish. Consonant-letters are used ln the 
representation of two of the diphthongs and these two, therefore, may not b-e 
obvious. to the eye which is not familiar with the orthography of Irish. The 
f?ziU.~ADg.~ ~.elIings, when tsleg occur in messed syllables , represent the 
d~$!l%thm~ iXrd@ztW 

a(i)dh , a(i)gh ................ / ai / (e)abh , (e)axnh ................. / au / 
e(i)dh , e(i)gh / ai / obh , odh , ogh., omh / au / ................ ...... 
o(i)dh , o(i)gh ................ / ai / 

The following; yvhether in stress-ed or unstressed svllables , represent diphthongs: 

ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /ia/ us(i) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /ua/ 
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1.6.1.3 Consonants 

Each of the consonant letters used in Irish has two types of sound. The two types 
are commonly termed broad and slender for which the technical terms are 
.respectively yelarized and paiataiized . 

In the International Phonetic Aiphabet the paiataiized consonants are indicated 
by a following raised ‘j’. In the phonetic transcription used here the paiataiized 
consonants are indicated by a following tick / ’ f similar to the symbol for a 
geometricai minute. In broad transcription the veiarized consonants are not 
marked but consonants which are not marked as paiataiized are to be understood 
as veiarized. 

In writing, velarized consonants are preceded a followed by, ‘or are both 
preceded and followed by, one of the letters a, Q , u . The paiataiized consonants 
are preceded or followed by, or are both’ preceded and followed by, one of the 
letters e , i . 

Words of Irish origin do not contain the letters j , k . g , x, x , y , z , nor h when it 
occurs as a single grapheme. These appear in loanwords and in names of foreign 
origti, sometimes in Irish they are represented by other letters, or combinations 
of letters.’ Their pronunciation usually approximates the pronunciation in the 
language of origin. The letter h of foreign words and names is invariably written 
as c in Irish-language dictionaries. 

The letter h in Irish orthog-raphy has a particular function resembling that of a 
diacritic. Written immediately after certain consonants it forms digraphs with the 
consonants. These digraphs represent a range of sounds different from those 
represented by the basic consonant-letters as shown below. The fi signifies that 
the stops and m are fricative, and that f is silent, for example: Baiie Atha Cliath 
/ ‘bai’,ahd’k’i’id / ; Gaiiiimh / Igai’aV’/ ; An Fhairche /,d’nar’dx’d /. 

b /b,b’/ 

C /k,k’/ 

d /d,d’ / 

bh 

Ch 

dh 

/v,v- / 

/x,x’ / 

/‘Ic,lJ’/ 

f /f,f’ / fh I-,-/ 

g 4&g / 0 /Y,Y’/ 

1,U / i,I” / 

m 

n,M 

mh /v,v’/ 

P 

r,fl 

S 

t 

/P, P’/ 

/r* c’ d 

is, s’ / 

/t,t’/ 

ph 

sh 

th 

/f,f’ / 

/h/ 

/h/ 
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1.62 The pronuqciation of the English forms 

The English language forms of the older geographical names of Ireland came into 
existence over the period from the 12th to the 19th centuries according as the 
sphere of English administration extended in Ireland. Although partially 
reg-ularized for English in the 19th century this spelling is still a miscellaneous 
accumulation representing different periods and various orthographical 
conventions, many of which are now obsolete in modern standard English. This 
frequently leads to conflict between false book-pronunciation and traditional 
pronunciation whether in English or in Irish. Because of the great difference 
between the phonological structures of Irish and English, pronundation based 
solely on the English spelling of geographical names derived from irish tends to 
be artificial unless supplemented by information .from other sources. 

1.6.2.1 Some points. concerning the orthography df the English forms 

The digraph &I was intended to convey a strong fricative sound (similar to the 
final sound in German Bach) as in LouPh Finn /,lax’fm / , Togher / ‘to:xdr /? 
Alternatively, the g& is frequently silent as in Arm&h /,ar’ma: / . The & was 
never intended to convey a k sound. 

The letter r is never silent. After a vowel it is pronounced clearly as in Cork 
/ kork / , Ardm&re / ,azrd’ mo:r / , Ki.lc&r / ,kil’kar / . 

‘L&e digraph b has not retained its intended sound / kn / at the beginning of 
names, and in English is universally pronounced Q as in Knock / nok / . 

In general the vowel letters retain their older English values in traditional 
pronunciation although often they are also given modem book-pronunciation by 
those who disregard traditional knowledge. 

Thus, the ending -ane conveys the sound a as in modem English rar , for example, 
/ ,stra’ba:n / . Strabane 

The digraph ea represents the sound E , for example Kill&a 

The letter y represents the sound & , for example Tyrone / 

/ ,ki’ie: / . 

,tk ‘roa / . 

The endings p, e and -02 in unstressed positions represent the neutral vowel 
as in Kildio / , kil’dkm8 / , OPbnnelloe / ,o:‘gon&3 / and &&Bow / ‘malt3 / . 

TO hose fWil3.r with the English language it may appear that some Irish names, 
in their English-language forms, contain English words. In some cases it is so. For 
example (English forms first), Broadford / An tAth Leathan , Brideswell / Tobar 
Bhride : in these the real English words broad , ford . well occur; Bride is a proper 
name. In the names Longford / An Lonpfort , Craughwell / Creachmhaoil. the 
words m, ford. a se-K&-r but, in fact, do’not occur: their appearance as 
E@ish WX?¶S-. fs: merely an accident of orthography. This factor often lea~ds t0 
incorrec~t pronunciation. 



1.6.2.3 Stressing 

The orthography of the angiicized forms of the names usually gives no indication 
of the correct stressing in the names, that is, indication of the syllables which 
should be emphasized. In the concise gazetteer GasaMar na h&reamz / Gazefreer 
of &&and (1989) syllables to be emphasized in addition to the initial syilable are 
marked with a grave accent, for example, Done&l . I 

2 NAMES-AUTHORITIES AND NAMES-STANDARDIZATION 

The national names-authority is An Coimisirin Log+unrzeacha (The Placenames 
Commission), This body is appointed to advise the Government on the subject of 
placenames and had its origin in the need to estabhsh an official Irish-language 
spelling for the geographical names of the country following the setting up of 
the independent Irish state in the year 1922. When Ireland was under British 
government an anglicized (that is, an Enghsh-language) standard spelling for 
the names was established by the British mapping-service in the first half of the 
19th century. This orthography is still the English-language orthography on 
official maps of Ireland. The Commission was originally intended to perform the 
linguistic and cartographical research necessary towards establishing the 
official Irish language orthography but this task was found to be too great for a 
vohmtary body. 

A research office was atTached to the Ordnance Survey of Ireland (the national 
mapping-agency) in 1955 and the Commission, was directed to work in an advisory 
capacity with particular regard to policy concerning the Irish-language forms of 
the names. Close contact is maintained between the Commission and the Ordnance 
Survey, principally by reason of the fact that both are responsibIe to the 
Government Minister for Finance, and also that the head of the placenames- 
research office in the Ordnance Survey acts as secretary to the Commission. This 
situation is welI-suited to the work in general and also to the ideal of 
standardizatiun. In fact, it is very similar to one of the systems recommended in 
the United Nations publication International Cartography XXI (1990). 

A law was passed in I973 giving power to the Minister for Finance to make orders 
concerning the correct official Irish forms of placenames. Only one order baS 
been made so far under this iaw. In 1975 the Minister made an order Iisting the 
official Irish forms of the names of places where post-offices were situated. These 
official forms were adopted exclusively in the Post-office Guide from 1977 on. 

15X8X; the am.#Zomm.issfon did not consider names of urban 
gee ZI. 1: as conring tyithin their terms of reference. Then, becaus-e 

it was estimated that, by the end of the 20th century, the majority of the 
population would have such names as addresses, the Commission decided to regard 
such urban names as important placenames. Later a special sub-committee was 
formed to deal with this subject. In 1992, following much consultation with IocaI 
authorities, the Commission ,ubJished a bilinguaI bookiet of guidelines aimed at: 

tif rationalization and. sXq@Xr zaX@on. ~~riiidahmneacha : Treoirlnte / Streetnames 
l Gticielinesl. . 
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2.1 The ~rincioal catepories of neoPraDhical names 

The geographical names are of three principal categories: 

(a) important natural and man-made features and social features 

(b) administrative~ units of central government and 
, 

(c) urban features 

of local gOVer&nent 

Of categories (a) and (b) by far the greater part seem to have originated in the 
Irish language which has a written literary tradition dating .from the 5th 
century. It is llkeIy that some geographical names from previous languages have 
survived to the present day but onomastlc research has not identified and 
analysed such names with certainty. The tendency to convey the likely patent 
meaning of geographical names is a feature of the ,Irish linguistic tradition and 
therefore, if. such prehistoric. names survive, they may not be easily identifiable 
in the mass of Irish toponomy. 

Names in category (c) are mostly of modem origin. A large proportion of these 
are from the, 20th century but many are much oIder. In Ireland names of t&is 
nature, names of streets, of other urban features, and of suburban housing estates 
come within the scope of local authorities which have the .power to assign names 
to new features of this category. The authorities exercise this power generaily 
and frequently they approve names proposed by property-developers and by 
residents. In naming new features they often try to adapt existing piacenames. 
The focal authorities are responsible also for providing the corresponding forms 
of: the names in both of%ciz~I languages. At present, in line with requests from the 
approprlate Government, Minister, the local authorities are developing a more 
positive approach in relation to giving streetnames, roadnames and names of 
housing-estates a structured position ir.iT the planning. system 

3 souKcEs 

3.1 MaDs 

The Ordnance Survey is responsible 
publishs the following series: 

3.1.1 Large-scale mapping 

for the official mapping of the state and 

1:lOOO Mapping of urban areas (approximately 1,700 sheets). 

tia$~-m$; af ~al areas excluding some heath and mountain 
m%s CzQlYEoXImateIy 17,000 sheets). 

1: 10 560 Mapping on the scale of six inches to one mile covering all 
Ireland (approximately 1,600 sheets). This series is no longer 
being updated. 

Note: The di ,ltizatis_p;- c$ the Ordnance Survey’s large-scaie mapping 
arch&e is in tilt p; #zzjcess c~f being completed. The information is stored in a 
sheet&ee, s&e+free environment. Maps from this archive are available 
in sheet-size A4 to A0 and on scales ranging from 1 : 500 to 1 : 10 000. They 
are also available in digital form. 



3.1.2 Medium-scale and small-scale mapping 

The standard small-scale mapping available is: 

1: 126 720 

1: ZSO-000 

1:s7sOoo 

l:sooOO 

. This series, on the scale of haif an inch to one mile, covers all 
Ireland on 25 sheets. 

This series covers all of Ireland on 4 sheets. 

This covers all of Ireland on one-sheet. 

The Ordnance Survey is currently establishing a new medium 
and small-scale structured database for the state. This is being 
derived from aeriat photography and other imagery. Some 
40% of this work will be completeci by the end of 1994 and this 
wiU include the publication of thirty 1 : SO 000 map sheets. 
There are 71 sheets in this series and the programme will be 
completed by 1998. 

3.2 Gazetteers 

There is no comprehensive map-related gazetteer of Ireland. The most substantial 
gazetteer-type publication is the Topographical Index which is directly reIated to 
the. maperies 1 : 10 560 described in 3.1.1. In this the names of about 60,000 basic 
administrative units of land. (townlands) are listed aIphabetiorIly in their offiidal~ 
anglicized form (see 2) although with reference to an administrative system 
which is now partially obsolete.. This book does not list physical features apart 
from islands. 

The official Irish forms of the names are being determined by the Ordnance 
Survey as described in 2 and are being published in book form for large 
administrative units (counties) according as the research on the unit is complete. 

A concise gazetteer, Gasa&% aa h&-em / Gazetteer of Ireland, was published 
in 1989 which, among other purposes, was intended to comply with the request of 
the United Nations for such a concise gazetteer. This book gives the official Irish- 
language form and the official. Engiish-Ianguage form of 3,500 names of centres 
of population and of physical features: it gives also co-ordinates on the national 
grid, descriptive terms and guides to pronunciation. The International Standard 
Book Number of this gazetteer is 0 7076 0076 6. 

Irish / English 

Abhainn river Ionad eolais turasoireachta tourist 
Aerfort a.@ort information centre 
Aerph&irc airfield Ionad- pairceala parking 
Ail1 cliff L&threan carbhan caravan park 
Ardeaglais- ca.rhedral L&ithre&r carbhan (idirthurais) 
Bad Martha feithicli ferry (vehicle) caravan site (transit) 
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Bad fArtba paisneirf ferry ‘(passenger) 
Bad6ireacht boating activities 
Barra barrow 
&alach track 
Boithre de chl.nezU tile other roads 
Bothar road ’ _ 
Bb.thar den trid grAd third class road 
BGt3xxr nAisitinta beartaithe proposed 

national road 
Bothar prfomha nA.isiunta national 

prhnary road 
- 36tiar reigiunach regiona! road 

Bothar t&x&teach ntisiirnta national 
secondary road 

31% de chuid An 6ige You&h Hostel 
Buaircfneac-h coniferous 
CaisieAn castle 
Campail camping 
CanAil canal 
canti oJlh-hn) canal wzy~ 
Cal-n cairn 
Carrbhealach dribalta .dual carriageway 
C&n imlfne comhairde contour 

in tend 
Cloth oghaim ogham stone 
CRs enclosure 
Coill nadurtha narural wood 
Coillte woods 
CusAn path 
Costi dtilra narure trzII 
Crann teilifise relevisjon mast 
Crosaire comhreidh level crossing 
CrosIeac cross-slab 
CuailIe trianttiachta triangulation 

pfllar 
Drokhead coisithe foorbridge 
Duillsilteach deciduous 
Dun cinn tie promonrory fort 
Eaglais church 
Eaglais no stip&I church or chapel 
Foirgnimh buildings 
Foirgnimh le hais a cheile buildings 

grouped 
Galfchursa golf course 
GaMn sranding stone 
G_arsia %xcb&ua QofkX 
!I.!aaE6BJ mm 
f$zz+&bd; f23nsd&& itiWti:b fine- 
Cmxireacht sltite angling 
ImIke comhairde conrom- lines 
Ionad dearctha viewpoint 

LAithrerin picnici picnic sire 
L&hair chatha (le data) barrfefiefd 

(wirh dare) 
L&hair luathre Chriostaf early 

Christian site 
Leithreas poibli Public convenience 
Limistear aerafochta foraoise forest 

recreation *area 
Line bharr lain high water mark 
line gaIl&nsrone row 
Line lag tr& low water mark 
Line tarchurtha (leictreachais) 

electz-iciry rransmission fine 
Loch lough, lake 
Mainistir abbey 
Mainistir luathre Chrfostaf early 

Christiau monasrexy 
Mbtarbhealach motorway 
Oifig phoist post office 
OiIeAn daingnithe fortified island 
PAirc foraoise n&isitinta national 

foresr park 
Scoil school 
!%adchomhartha Axe tiqtity 
Seadchomhartha aiiunnithe named 

an riq uiry 
Seilbh de chuid an Ah-e Cosanta 

Department of Defence property 
SiulbheaIaf le comharthaf waymarked 

walks 
Snoiodoireacht chloiche rock art 
Spota airde spot height 
Sruthb stream 
StAisiti cumhachta (uisce) power 

station (hydra) 
Stkisitin cumhachta (breosla 

iontaiseach) power sra tion (fossif] 
Teach solais as litid lighthouse in ” 

disuse 
Teach solais in us&id lighthouse in use 
Teileafon poibh public telephone 
Teorainn chontae COUIZY boundary 
Teorainn idirntisitinta in rerna rional 

boundary 
Tobar beannaHhe holy- web 
Tolk%n runn el 
Tra beati 
Trasnu cliathrti gra tic ule 

in rersection 
Tuamba meigiliteach megalithic tomb 



5 ABBREVIATIONS USED ON MEDIUM-SCALE AND LARGE-SCALE MAPPING 

Br. = Bridge k. Droichead 
Gas; = Castle / Caislean 
CG = Coast Guard /Garda costa 
CH = Club House / Ciubtheach 
Ch. = Church / Eaglais 
Cat. = Cottage / 1ostA.n 
Ho. = House / Teach 
Hap; - Hospital / Ospideal 
Is. = Island / Oilcan 
L = Lough, Lake / Loch 
CC = LeveI Crossing / Crosaire 

Lo. = Lodge / Miste 
colnhr&dh 

MS = Mile Stone / Cloth mhile 
Mtn = Mountain / Sliabh 
#l’ = National Trust 
P = Post Office / Oifig phoist 
PC = Public Convenience / Leithreas poibli 
PH = Public House / Tabhairne 
Pt = Point / Pointe 
R = River / Abhainn 
Rds = Roads / BMthre 
Sch. = School / Scoil 
slm = stream / Sluthh 
TH = Town Hall / Halla baile 

. 

6 ADMIlNISTRATIVE DN-ISIONS 

Traditionally Ireland comprises 32 geographical counties as shown on the 
accompanying outline map. Of these, the counties marked with an asterisk in the 
following list do not lie within the jurisdiction of the state. 

Irish / English 

Ard Mhacha / Armagh* An Iarmhf / Westmeath 
Aontroim / Antrim* Laois / Laois 
Baile,&ha Cliath / Dublin Loch Garman / Wexford 
An Cabh& / Cavan Liatroim / Leitrim 
Gill Chainnigh / Kilkenny Luimneach / Limerick 
Gill Dara / Kild&re An Longfort / Longford 
Ceatharlach / Carlow Lti / Louth 
Ciarraf / Kerry Maigh Eo / Mayo 
An Cl&- / C&u-e An MM / Meath 
Gill Mhant&in / Wicklow Muineach&.n / Monaghan 
Corcaigh / cork Port L8rge / Waterford 
Dun na nGal1 / Donegal Ros Coa / Ros&nmon 
An Dun / Down* Sligeach /, Sligo 
Doire / Derry* Tiobraid Arann / Tipper&y 
Fear Manach / Fermanagh* Tir Eoghain / Tyrone* 
Gaillimh / Galway Uibh Fhaih / Offaly 

In addition to the units listed above, other major administrative units, such as 
county boroughs, boroughs, urban districts and towns, exist in urban areas: 

$&ile &ha- Qiati / Dublin. for a@ninistrative purposes only is subdivided- into 
tiee separate counties and similarly Tiobraid Arann / Tipperary is divided into 
two separate parts. 
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